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The European Parliament (EP) passed the revised Directive on Copyright in the
Digital Single Market1 on September 12, 2018, by 438 votes to 226, with 39
abstentions. The fundamental objective of this legal reform is to put an end to the
growing hegemony of online content sharing service providers which make huge
profits through manipulation of user`s personal data and content of creatives while
protecting the freedom of innovation and expression.2
The EP approved more than 200 last-minute amendments to the June Committee proposal before
the final vote. The accepted draft will now be transferred to the European Commission (EC) where
the leaders of the 28 member-states will give the final executive approval.3 The existing copyright
law date back to 2001 and optionally implemented. The new law is designed according to the needs
of the internet era and will be uniformly applicable to the entire European Union (EU).4 The German
European People’s Party (EPP) member and rapporteur Mr. Axel Voss said, “I am very glad that
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despite the very strong lobbying campaign by the internet giants, there is now majorities in the full
house…Huge American platforms make money whilst our creatives die out. This is why we have to
strengthen their rights and make platforms responsible.”5
This reform intended to update the existing European copyrights laws in digital age stirred storms of
controversy and the Article 11 is at its heart. According to the EP, the main objective of the Article 11
is to “ensure that authors receive an appropriate share of the additional revenues press publishers
receive for the use of a press publication by information society service providers.”6 Critics termed
this article as the most destructive and an attempt to introduce the “link tax” and “neighboring
rights” which are against the founding principles of the internet like free-flow of information,
efficient data sharing, and easy connectivity. They also highlighted the possible abuse of this article
by the copyright trolls.7 However, the supporters of this legal reforms view this entire controversy as
a product of a multi-year conflict between the big tech giants and content creators. This law will
bridge the value gap between the creators and tech giants. The allegation of the link tax is also
baseless as the law visibly affirms that “the rights referred to in paragraph 1 shall not extend to acts
of hyperlinking.”8
Another heatedly debated issue is the accountability of the online content sharing service providers
defined in Article 13. It would hold the content providers like YouTube directly responsible for the
copyright violations, as well as the removal of the extremist content. The critics argue that this
“upload filter” will increase the control of these big giants over the content appearing on their
platforms which will lead to “over-blocking” and censoring of the information. They also raised a
concern over the negative impact of this article on the emerging talent.9 The major cause behind this
controversy is the sharing of half–truths. The fact is that the similar Article 13 also legally bound the
member states “to define best practices for the implementation of the measures referred to in
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paragraph 1 in a manner that is proportionate and efficient” and also “facilitate…the cooperation
between the online content sharing service providers, users, and right holders through stakeholder
dialogues.”10 Although, defining the best practices through stakeholder dialogues is a complex, timetaking and difficult process if not impossible. Once finalized, these mutually accepted best practices
would play a decisive role in controlling the fake news and online extremist content. Furthermore,
this law also bound the member state to devise a comprehensive legal system for sharing the
compensation between publishers and authors.11
The various noteworthy aspects of this law were overlooked in this entire controversy, especially the
extra exceptions it provides to non-commercial use of the content. According to Article 11 (1a), “the
rights referred to in paragraph 1 shall not prevent legitimate private and non-commercial use of
press publications by individual users.”12 Article 4 gives exception to “the teaching activity takes
place under the responsibility of the educational establishment.”13 Article 5 (a) permits “the
reproduction and use of works, such as works of architecture or sculpture, made to be located
permanently in public places.”14 Article 7 laid down the mechanism for the use of out-of-commerce
works by cultural heritage institutions.
A reality which is crystal clear amidst the entire controversy is a strong drive against American
technology giants in Europe. The first proposal of this law was presented back in 2015. In the same
year, Spain introduced “Google Tax” as a result of which Google simply closed down the Google
News in Spain. Furthermore, Germany and Belgium also attempted to bring Google and Facebook
into national tax net during the last three years. According to the reports presented by the EU’s
lawmakers, EU has lost approximately 5.4 billion Euros in tax revenues from Google and Facebook
between 2013 and 2015. Countries like Germany, France, Spain, Italy, and Belgium are buckling
down for this taxation campaign and provided a decisive push to the new European copyright law.
The implementation of this new law is a long haul, but the truth is that these giants would never
have their day in the sun again and the major determinant behind this resentment is not the strong
European media lobby, but the mounting anti-Americanism among the European political elite.15 By
bringing these hegemonic American technology giants into the tax net, EU is not only aiming at
gaining financial benefits, but shifting the balance of power in their own favor.
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